Nano Kill

®

Surface Sanitser
Nano Kill is a broad spectrum anti-pathogenic sanitiser
®

utilising cutting edge nanotechnology.
It is designed to kill 99.9% of bacteria and
viruses on a wide range of hard surfaces
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Nano Kill

®

Nano Kill is a broad spectrum anti-pathogenic sanitiser utilising cutting edge nanotechnology. It is
designed to kill bacteria and viruses on hard surfaces with a long-lasting effect. The unique, patented
formula penetrates the cell wall, unravelling the cell structure and killing the unwanted pathogen.
®

The product will adhere to the surface and provide an ongoing capability to kill pathogens. Each
additional application will add more nano particles to continue sanitising the treated surface.
Ten years of R&D has provided a solution utilising Capric Acid, derived from coconut oil and commonly
found in food, in a unique formulation. Capric Acid is regarded as safe for use by the US FDA.
Independent tests show NANO KILL is up to 30 times more effective than a common quaternary
ammonium compound (QUAT) based hospital grade sanitiser and it keeps killing bacteria/viruses in
dirty or clean industrial environments.
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Kills 99.9% of bacteria/viruses
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Suitable for a wide range of hard surfaces, including handles, banisters,
buttons, desks, countertops, windows and floors
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Streak free, with no need to clean off

Single product provides excellent cleaning and sanitisation for every
application you can think of

Remains active on a surface for prolonged periods post application
Non-hazardous, non-flammable, non-corrosive
No dangerous goods rating
Developed for commercial and household general purpose cleaning and
sanitation

NANO KILL is used at dilution rates of 1:10 to 1:300 depending on contact time.
Suitable for industrial, clean and dirty environments with very high traffic or high pathogen load.

Product and system developed in collaboration with Ten Carbon Chemistry.
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